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Three related experiments were conducted to investigate the effects of novel
and familiar stimuli' on infant attention. The procedure in each of the experiments was
to place an infant before a matrix panel composed of six rows of six lights. Two
patterns of lights were used to obtain the infants' fixation time: (1) a point pattern, a
single blinking light in the center of the panel, and (2) a helix pattern, a single blinking
light which moved across the board. In experiment one, 122 infants of approximate
ages 12.24.36.56, and 68 weeks received four 30-second point pattern trials and a
fifth helix pattern trial. Habitua.tion (decrease in fixation time) increased with age of
the child. However, no re:ponse increment was found upon the change to the novel
stimulus (the helix pattern). Experiment two used 80 infants of 3, 6, 9. and 13 months
of age. Here, four helix trials were followed by one point pattern trial. The retults were
similar to experiment one. Experiment three repeated the procedure of experiment one
in longitudinal-study form; that is, all of the infants in the experiment were tested at 3.
6. 9. and 13 months of age. The habituation data was similar to experiments one and
two in that the younger children showed less habituation.(WD)
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In the exploration of stimulus differences in eliciting

attention, the dimension of stimulus novelty and familiarity has

shown itself to be extremely important. Recent work on this

stimulus dimension has been spurred by the theoretical work of

Berlyne (1960), Fiske and Maddi (1961), Dember and Earl (1954) and

Sokolov (1963). All of these theorists are concerned with the
r440N

problems of the stimulus determinants of attention, curiosity and

PeN, exploratory behavior. Moreover, ail assume that novelty is one

of the stimulus attributes that facilitates attention. While it

Is agreed that novelty is an Important stimulus property for

eliciting and sustaining attention, there are a variety of defini-

tlons of novelty as well as familiarity which must be explicated

in a discussion of these parameters.

In a recent paper (Lewis, 1965), two definitions of novelty

CYZ
and familiarity were suggested, one of which held much in common

with Sokolov's theory of the orienting reflex (1963). Borrowing
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the concept of the orienting reflex from Pavlov, Sokolov states

that there are .ihree major classes of responses elicited by

stimuli: orientation, defense, and adaptation. The orienting

reflex habituates when a stimulus is repeatedly presented and

reappears when the stimulus is chinged. The orienting reflex,

therefore, is directly related to novelty. For Sokolov, a neuronal

model is indispensable to his theory of the erienting reflex. He

defines a neuronal model as an organization of neural cells in the

cortex which retain and process such information as intensity,

duration and quality of stimuli. Such.a model is developed by the

repetition of the same stimulus. Once built up, if the presented

stimulus corresponds to the model, some type of negative feedback

occurs, resulting in the decrease or absence of a response. This

stimulus would be called familiar. However, if the presented

stimul.us does not correspond with the neuronal model, central

excitation takes place and an orienting reflex occurs. This

stimulus would be called novel. One operational definition of a

familiar stimulus is a repeatedly presented stimulus, while a novel

stimulus is a change in that stimulus. To observe the effect of

familiarity on infants' attention, one would repeatedly present

the same stimulus (S1) for n trials. A novel stimulus and its

effect on attention would be observed by pres6nting S2 on trial
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n + I. Investigators of the orienting response have, of course,

used this paradigm. Its Ose would also be appropriate for

investigating familiarity and nove.Ity.

A second definition of novelty and familiarity rests on

the assumption that in the history of the organism certain stimuli

have been repeatedly presented either over long or short periods

of time. A model or expectation has been established, rendering

these stimuli familiar, while others, not presented in the past,

are novel. Because it is difficult for the investigator, on an

a priori basis, to determine what the organism--especially a human

infant--has or has not experienced, he is forced to select stimUll

with a zero likelihood of having been seen. This usually requires

that distortion be presented. Moreover, in order to compare the

effect of novel to familiar stimuli, the distortions are usually

performed on familiar objects. For studying infants, this" has .

usually meant the human face and body.

It would seem that in bOth paradigms the violation of expec-

tation is central to the notion of novelty. Howeier, in one it is

an expectation built up over a relatively long time and from the

events which naturally occur in the infantls environment or which

'are determined by some basic maturational process. In the other

case, expectation is built up in a relatively short time and may
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be a relatively short-lived expectation. This type of expectation

(or model) might' not survive the experipental setting in which

it was created, while the former type of expectation, built up

over a long period, is more lasting. This suggests that one of

the basic differences between thes'e two models of novelty and

familiarity is based on the duration of the schema or neuronal

model. It is postulated, therefore, that in the historical

definition of novelty, the schema or structure is long-term while

in the experimental definition, the schema or model is short-term.

Fantz (1964) employed a paired comparison technique and was

able to show that within a paired presentation, an infant looked

longer at a novel stimulus than at the one which had been con-

tinuously presented. This was true for infants three months or

older, but did not apply to younger infants who showed no response

decreases. Saayman, Ames and Moffett (1964) also used a paired

comparison technique with 3-month-old infants. The authors found

that familiarization led to a decrease in looking over the 4 1/2

minutes of constant presentation. Further, under conditions in

which an initially preferred stimulus was familiarized, it was

looked at less after familiarization. Finally, in a recent paper,

Charlesworth (1966) explored the persistence of orienting and
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attention to stimulus-locus uncertainty and found that stimulus

conditions with high uncertainty are more effective in maintaining

orienting and attending behavior than stimulus conditions of low

uncertainty. Moreover, the two age levels five to 10 months and

12 to 19 months showed little difference in this response. While

this study did investigate some age differences, combining such

large age group differences raises serious question as to the lack

of age differences in light of the Fantz (1964) finding.

Under this experimental paradigm, several other modalities

have been explored; Engen and Lipsitt (1965) and Bridger (1961)

showed habituation in the neonate to repeated olfactory stimula-

tion and Engen and Lipsitt were also able to elicit response

recovery when the stimulus dimensi.ons were altered. Bartoshuk

(1962a, I962b), using auditory stimuli, demonstrated habituation

to repeated stimulation and response recovery when the auditory

stimulus was altered. Thus, the existing data on infants, regard-

less of modality, indicates that familiarity, defined as repeated

011, presentation of the same stimulus, leads to response decrement or

habituation, while novelty, defined as altering the presentation,

usually leads to recovery of the response.

It is clear from the sparse data available on infant's' visual

responses that much empirical work need be conducted. While the0
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response to novelty and familiarity has been explored in animals

and adults, little work has been conducted with infants in the

first two years of life (Cantor, 1965). Moreover, investigation

of the developmental change in response to familiarity and novelty

has barely bcen started. The present set of studies was designed

to investigate the effects of novelty and familiarity on infant

attention and further, to observe any developmental interaction

within this stimulus dimension.

Experiment 1

Method

Subjects

In order to observe age differences in response to familiar

and novel stimuli, infants from five different age groups were

studied. To avoid the effects of past experience, a cross-

sectional design was used.' A total of 122 different infants were

seen at 12 weeks of age (+ 4 days), 24 weeks of age (± 7 days),

36 weeks of age (± 7 days), 56 weeks of age (+ 9 days) and 68 weeks

of age (+ 10 days).

Apparatus

The seating arrangement varied for each age group. The

youngest Ss were placed in a reclining infant seat, the oldest
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Ss sat in a high chair. The mother sat to the side and rear of S.

The infant and mother were completely enclosed and, except for

several observation windows, were surrounded by a uniform grey

area. Immediately in front of S and approximately eighteen inches

from his head was the matrix panel from which the stimuli were

presented. The matrix panel consisted of a plexiglass board and

contained six rows of six lights forming a 6 x 6 matrix which was

programmed to present any kind of temporal or spatial light pattern.

In this experiment, two patterns were used: a single blinking light

in the center of the panel (point), and a single blinking light

which moved across the board describing a helix. In both patterns

the light hlinked at a rate of once every other second and there

was never more than one light on at a time. In this manner, the

light energy (approximately two foot candles) reaching the infant

was constant from stimulus.to stimulus. The two stimuli used in

the present experiment fulfilled the requirement that SI be dis-

criminable from S
2

in that Kagan and Lewis (1965) found that for

both six and 13-month-old infants, their patterns of fixation as

well as their cardiac response for the point and helix were sig-

nifiantly different.
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Procedure

Prior to the presentation of the matrix pattern, each infant

was presented with a different set of visual stimuli which lasted

approximately 12 minutes. Following this series and prior to the

presentation of the light stimuli, each infant rested for approxi-

mately 10 minutes. After S was placed in the appropriala position,

the light patterns were presented. Five trials, each 30 seconds

in duration with a 30-second intertrial interval, were presented. 2

The point pattern was presented for the first four trials and

constituted the familiar stimulus. Th.e helix pattern was presented

on Trial 5 and constituted the novel stimulus. If S became sleepy

or upset during the presentation, the episode was terminaled and

started again when S was in an alert state.

Measures

The most frequently used operational definition of fixation is

the amount of time the stimulus overlaps the infant's cornea

(Hershenson, 1964; Fantz, 1956, I963a, I963b, (964; Stechler,I964).

Quantification of this variable ranges from the use of human

observers to cinematographic recording of the eyes to determine

whether the stimulus !s isomorphic with the infant's pupil (Her-

shenson, 1964). Filming is obviously more objective, but the
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Inter-scorer reliability for human observers is generally very

high (Fantz, 1956; Saayman, ot al., 1964; Cantor & Myers, (965).

Moreover, the photographic technique necessitates fixing or severe-

ly ltmiitng the infant's movements, which in older infants often

rowilts in frustration and termination of the experimental session.

The alternative procedure of recording the amount of time the

infant turns his head and eyes toward the stimuli yields high

intercbserver reliabilities and has the advantage of allowing the

infant maximum movement (see Lewis, Myers, Kagan & Grossberg,

(963; Lewis, Kagan & Kalafat, 1966), a.necessary condition when

dealing with infants who are sufficiently mature to move about

freely. Another advantage of this technique is that it allows

assessment of cardiac reactions as a measure of attention. Any

limitation on S's activity Imposes a serious bias on the cardiac

data. For these reasons, fixation was measured by two independent

observers who recorded the amount of time S turned his head and

eyes toward the stimulus.

Total fixation (IF) was obtained by two independent observers

who were unaware of the stimulus being presented. Each time S

oriented his head and eyes toward the array, the observers de-

pressed a key marking the duration of that fixation on an event

recorder. The interscorer reliability for TF was r = .94. First
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fixation (FF), or the length of time S oriented toward the array

before.first turning awaf, was also recorded. Interscorer

reliability for FF was r = .91.

Results

Figure 1 presents the best fit linear regression line for the

total fixation time for each age. The standard error of estimate,

varying from .82 - 1.35 seconds around the regression line, indi-

cates that a linear function does offer a good fit for the fixation

data.

The data for the first four frials.demonstrate the effect

of familiarity or repeated stimulation, while the data from the

fifth trial indicate the effect of novelty or violation of repeat-

ed presentation. The data for the firs, four trials indicate a

direct relation between the rate of habituation to repeated stimu-

lation and the infant's age. Table 1
presents for TF the function

of the linear regression and the standard error of estimate (SE).

The slope value, a, revealed that the 3-month-old infants showed

the least habituation followed by the 6-, 9-, 18- and

13-month-olds. Table 1 also presents the habituation data in

another form for both TF and FF data. In this analysis of

habituation, the fixation time of the fourth trial was subtracted

from the fixation time of the first trial and the mean difference
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score for 6ach age was obtained. Negative values and relatively

small positive values indicate little or no habituation, while

large positive values indicate rel.atively.great habituation. The

TF difference data parallel the slope data and Indicate that

habituation to repeated stimulation is a function of age, the

younger infants showing less habituation than.the older ones.

In order to test these differences in rate of habituation,

the individual difference scores (Trial 1-4) were compared by using

the Kruskal-Welis one-way analysis of variance (Siegel, 1956).

All of the Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests presented in this

paper are two-tailed. The data indicate a significant difference

between the age groups (p.<.()01) in their rate of habituation to

repeated stimulation. Moreover, individual Mann-Whitney U tests

(Siegel, 1956) revealed that the 3-month data were significantly

different from the 9-month.(E<.04), I3-month (v.005),and I8-month

data (E.<.()45). Further, the 6-month data were significantly

different from the I3-month (p.<.()05) and I8-month data (2.<.05)

and the 9-month data was significantly different from the I3-month

data (v.05). White all other test results were in the predicted

direction, none of them reached significance.

Although the data clearly indicate that the change scores

are related to age, it is necessary to insure that the scaling
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problem of initial looking level is not involved. It could be

argued that Ss who initially looked less could not habituate as

rapidly as Ss whose initial look was relatively great. The data

of Figure I, however, dispel this possibility in that the 3:-month-

olds looked the most but habituated the least. Moreover, the

correlation between fixation on Trial I and fixation differences

between Trials I minus 4 is rho = -.20 and Indicates no relation

between these two variables. A statistical correction for initial

level is to divide the 1-4 difference by the value of Trial I.

These data, called corrected TF, are presented in Table I and

indicate that the age x habituation interaction is still linear.

The uncorrected FF data (see Table 1) failed to indicate

a consistent age x habituation effect; however, the corrected FF

data also indicate *that the rate of habituation to repeated stimu-

lation.increased as a function of age.

The response to the novel stimulus can be assessed in at

least three different ways. First, the data from the fifth trlai

(novel) can be compared to the predicted point of the best fit

line for each age group. If the observed point is more than two

standard deviations from this point, it can be assumed to be a

significant deviation. The second procedure is to observe the

rate of change. That is, to obtain a difference score between
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trials 3-4 and compare that difference to the 4-5 trial difference.

It would be predicted that a significant difference in the rate

of change would reflect a differential response to novelty.

Finally, the observation of the number of subjects show!ng differ-

ential looking times on Trial 5 as compared to Trial 4 could be

tested by the formula EIO-E12 (Siege), 1956), assuming the

expected probabilities to be .50. The disadvantage of this pro-

cedure is in determining the expected probability (E). While .50

is probably appropriate for analysis when there are more Ss

increasing than decreasing their fixation times on Trial 5, it is

not appropriate in the reverse situation in that decreased fixa-

tion is the more appropriate response to repeated stimulation..

The response to the novel stimulus can be detected by observ-

ing the fifth trial in Figure I. The.data indicate that the fifth

trial does not deviate from the best fit line for each of the age

groups with the exception of the 6-month group whose TF on the

fifth trial is greater than two standard deviations below the

point predicted by the best fit function. In that response

recovery was predicted when a novel stimulus was presented, the .

present results are most unaccountable.
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A differential response to novelty was not observed using

the rate of change analysis. A Wilcoxin test for matched pairs

(Siegel, 1956) for each age group separately revealed no signi-

ficant differences for any of the ages.

Finally, the number of Ss showing change data indicate no

significant differences for any of the ages exccpt the 6-month-

old Ss where five Ss showed increases and 15 Ss showed decreases.

A chl square test, using the above analyses with the E = .50,

1 df,

indicates a significant decrease (X2 = 5.00,/k<.05). However, .50

may be too conservative and the significance level of the 6-month

data must be viewed cautiously.

Discussion

The effect of familiarization is habituation and is direc'tly

related to age, the younger infants showing less habituation than

the older infants.

In general, all three measures of change to the novel stimu-

lus indicate a lack f response increment and the 6-month data

suggest a response decrement.

A second study was performed to investigate this failure as

well as to study further the habituation x age effect. Moreover,

in that Cohen (1965) and Ames (1966) have shown that complexIty
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can affect the rate of habituation, the familiar stimulus was

the relatively more complex helix pattern while the novel stimulus

was the point pattern. Thus, the present experiment transposed

the order of Experiment I. Moreover, by presenting the rel6tively

complex pattern first, the effect of a 'novel simple pattern pre-

ceded by a familiar complex pattern was assessed against Experi-

ment 1 where a novel complex pattern preceded the familiar simple

pattern.

Experiment II

Method

Subjects

Eighty Ss, 20 at three, six)nine and 13 months, were seen in

Experiment H.

Procedure

The apparatus and procedure were exactly the same as those

used in the previous experiment. The only difference was in the

order of presentation. In this experiment, four helix trials were

first presented followed by the point trial. The helix thus con-

stituted the familiar pattern and the point was novel.

Results

Figure 2 presents the best fit linear regression line for the

total fixation time for each age. The standard error of estimate

again indicates that a linear function does offer a good fit

(.36 - 2.00 sec.). The data for the first four trials indicates
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a relation between rate of habituation and age. Observation of

the slope values a in Table 2 indicates that 3-month-old infants

show the least habituation and that habituation increases with

age. The sl.ope data also indicate that unlike Experiment 1,

the I3-month-old infants' habituation rate is not greater than

that of the other age groups. In fact,'the TF data indicate that

it is most similar to the 3-month-old data.

The other measure of habituation (i.e., Trial 1-4) also indi-

cates that 3-month-olds show the least habituation and that

habituation increases as a function of age, at least for the first

nine months. In order to test these differential rates of habi-

tuation a Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance test was

applied to the difference scores and the results indicate that

there were significant differences between the age groups (E<A5).

The corrected difference scores showed the same results. Indivi-

dual Mann-Whitney U tests revealed that the only significant

differences existed between the 3- and 6-month-olds (E<A5) and

the 3- and 9-month-olds (v.05). While the habituation rate of

13-month-olds was more gradual than that of the 6- and 9-month-olds,

it was not significantly different. However, this is due to an

increase in looking on Trial 4 for the 13-month-olds. If Trial

1-3 differences are compared, the difference scores are: 3M (2.3

sec), 6M (4.1,sec), .9M (8.9 sec) and 13 M (7.7 sec).

The uncorrected FF data (also shown in Table 2) failed to

show any ordered age effect. However, the corrected FF data is

=in
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ordered similarly to the TF data and indicate that habituation

rate increases as a function of age.

Since there may be an age x habituation x stimuli complexity

interaction, it was necessary to determine whether the helix or

point pattern produced differential habituation rates. For this

comparison each S's 3-month habituation data (Trials 1-4) from

Experiment I was compered to the 3-month habituation data from

Experiment II. This was also done for the 6-, 9- and I3-month

data. The results indicate that there were no significant differ-

ences in habituation rate between the same age Ss in Experiments

1 and II. Moreover, an analysis of variance with age and stimulus

as main effects failed to show a significant interaction.

The response to the novel stimulus was first determined by

observing the best fit data and the discrepancy between the pre-

dicted and observed fixation time for the fifth trial (see Figure

2). The data indicate that for the 6-, 9- and 13-month-old infants,

the response to the fifth trial (the novel trial) does not deviate

from the best fit line. In each of these cases the difference is

less than one standard deviation from the predicted point. The

response of the 3-month-old infants indicates an increase in

fixation to the novel stimulus. This increase represents a posi-

tive change which is more than 17 standard deviations from the
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predicted best fit line and therefore indicates a significant

increase in looking when the novel stimulus is presented.

The rate of change analysis data indicate no significant

increasis or decreases for 3- and 6-month-old infants. For. both

.9- and I3-month-old infants, the data indicate.a significant

decrease in the response to Trial 5 (Wilcoxin test, k.<.05, two

tailed).

Finally& the number of Ss showing change in fixation time

on Trial 5 was ccmpared to Trial 4 by a chi square analysis. The

Tesults show significantly more 3-month-old Ss increasing than

decreasing their fixation time (X
2

= 6.40, 1 df, p< .05) while

the 9- and 13-month-old Ss show significantly more decrease th.an

increase in fixation time (X
2

= 6.40, I df, p< .05 respec-

tiveiy). There were no significant differences for the 6-month-

olds.

Discussion

The data from both experiments for the rate of habituation to

repeated stimulation show that younger infants habituate less than

do older infants within the first year. In terms of measurement,

both FF and TF resulted in the same age ordering and indicate that

habituation rate is independent of the measure of fixation.used.

However, while the 'corrected and uncorrected TF data yielded the

-
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same results, the corrected and uncorrected FF were different.

Thus, the initial amount of fixation affects the rate of habitua-

tion for the FF measure but not for the TF measure cf fixation.

The present data suggest that these measures of fixation are not

totaLly similar and may reflect different attentional processes

(Lewis, Kagan, and Kalafat, 1966).

The habituation rate was also independent of the nature of

the stimulus. That is, both the pattern of a stationary blinking

light (point) or the moving blinking light (helix) elicited the

same rate of habituation. That the moving blinking light did not

elicit less habituation than the stationary light is inconsistent

with the finding.s of Cohen (1965) and Ames (1966) who found a

habituation x stimulus complexity effect. Thus, the present data

provide no support for a complexity effect on the rate of habitua-

tion.

The response to the novel stimulus was not clear. First,

the 3-month-olds showed response recovery for two of the three

measures in this experiment, but showed no response recovery in

Experiment I. None of the measures in this experiment revealed

any changes in the response of 6-month-olds, but two measures in

Experiment 1 did. Moreover, the 9- and 13-month-olds showed

response decrement under two of the analyses in this experiment,
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but no change in the first experiment. The fixation data for the

two experiments show no consistency and raise several question's

about the failure of the novel stimulus to elicit response recovery,

as well as the occurence of response decrement. One possibility

is that the response measure of fixatiOn is not sufficient to

isolate the response to novel stimuli. That is, recording orienta-

tion of the head and eyes is not sufficient to establish stUmulus

differentiation and response recovery. Indeed; Lewis (Lewis, et

al., 1966; Lewis, 1966) has shown that multiple response measures

are extremely important in measuring infant behavior since a

response can have multiple meaning; that is, it can be under the

service of more than one response system. It might be that infants

do not need to look longer in order to respond to novel stimuli,

and some internal response of attending might indicate recovery

where fixation alone would not. One such measure of attending

the cardiac response. Several recent papers have shown this to be

an important measure and one sensitive to changes in stimulation

in cases where fixation was not (Lewis, 1966; Kagan, et al., 1966).

Experiment 111 was designed to use two response measures (cardiac

response and orientation) in order to observe the response to

novelty and familiarity.
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Experiment III

Method

Subjects

While Experiments 1 and II were cross-sectional, a longi-

tudinal study would supply added eyidence on the age x habituation

relation. Seven infants were seen at three and six months of age,

six of these were seen at nine months and five were seen at 13

months. The families of one 9-month-old S and one 13-month-old S

moved, producing the uneven n's. The restrictions on the age when

tested were the same as in the first two experiments.

Procedure

The same procedure as described in Experimeilts 1 and 11 were

used in this experiment. The order of presentation was the same

as in Experiment I, i.e., four point trials followed by a helix

trial.

Measures

In addition to the fixation measure, Ss' heart rate was

recorded. Lewis, Kagán, Campbell and Kalafat (066) and Lewis

and Spaulding (1966) have shown in several recent studies that in

infants' cardiac deceleration occurred when they attended to visual

and auditory inputs. Moreover, the magnitude of the cardiac

response was directly related to the length of the fixation, with
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longer fY.xations resulting in greater deceleration.

In order to obtain the cardiac response, electrodes were

attached to S and the cardiac response was recorded both on a

punch paper tape'system and on a polygraph. By use of a Fels

Cardiotachometer, the cycle to cycle interval (r-r interval) was

converted to a rate per minute score providing a continuous moni-

toring of the cycle to cycle cardiac rate. Also automatically

recorded on both the polygraph and punch paper tape was the onset

and duration of each stimulus period as well as whether or not S

was oriented toward the array.

In the analysis, the mean of the last three beats (r-r inter-

vals) prior to stimulation was compared to the mean of the three

lowest beats (r-r intervals) during stimulation and during the

time S oriented toward the array. The mean cardiac rate prior to

looking was subtracte.d from the mean eardiac rate during looking

and the difference score constituted the cardiac response to

stimulation. As for fixation, it was predtcted that familiar

stimuli would elicit less deceleration than novel stimul!. The

cardiac deceleration response, therefore, would be expected to

habituate over trials and recover when the novel.stimulus was

presented.'
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Results

Fixation Date

Figure 3 presents the best fit linear regression line for

the total fixation data as well as the cardiac data. The fixation

data for this figure is presented in Table 3. Because of the

small number of Ss, the standard error of estimate for the four

age groups is relatively high, varying from 0:84 to 3.12 seconds

of fixation. The slope data, a, indicate that the 3-month-olds

showed less habituation than the other three age groups and there-

fore replicate the findings of Experiments 1 and H.

The corrected and uncorrected TF difference data (Trral 1-4)

parallel the slope data. A Friedman two-way analysis of variance

(Siegel, 1956) was performed to test these habituation differences.

However, because this test requirei equal numbers of Ss at each

age level, the two infants not seen at nine and 13 months were

removed from the 3- and 6-ffionth data. The re!ults indicate signi-

ficant age differences (X2r. = 9.30, E < .02). Moreover,

individual sign tests between the groups indicated significant

3-6 month (2<.05) and 3-9 month (v.01) differences. These results

held for both corrected as well as uncorrected data.

The results of the FF, both corrected and uncorrected, were

different from the TF data. The corrected FF data indicate a
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consistent increase in habituation as a function of age across

the entire first year (X2r. = 8.74, R<.02). Thus, these

data replicate the findings of Experiment 1 which also showed a

perfect ordering from three to 13 months.

The response to the novel stimulus is apparent in the fifth

trial in Figure 3. This trial does not deviate from the predicted

best fit line for any of the age groups. The apparent differences

all represent less than one standard deviation from the predicted

point. Moreover, the rate of change between Trials 3-4 and 4-5

as well as the number of Ss showing changes to Trial 5 as compared

to 4 all showed no significant differences and as such are in

agreement with the best fit data.

Cardiac Data

Figure 3 also presents the best fit line for the cardiac

data. These curves were determined by computing a difference

score for every trial for each infant. The scores were obtained

by subtracting the mean of the last three beats prior to stimuia-

tion from the mean of the lowest three beats during stimulation.

A minus value signified that the mean value during stimulation

was lower than the mean value prior to stimulation and therefore

indicated deceleration, the larger minus value indicating greater

deceleration. The mean difference value for each trial within
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an age group was then computed and these values were used to

determine the best fit lines presented in Figure 3.

In that deceleration usually accompanies fixation, one would

expect deceleration to occur and as fixation decreases (as a

function of familiarity), the amount of cardiac deceleration should

decrease. That is, the deceleration response should habituate.

Moreover, once a new stimulus is introduced, response recovery

both of fixation and of cardiac deceleration should occur. The

best fit data for each age group for the repeated trial data indi-

cate that the cardiac deceleration response does not habituate

over trials and that there are no significant age differences in

the rate of habituation, although 6-month-olds showed the sharpest

decline in cardiac response.

The data for these functions are presented in Table 3. The

any of
standard error of estimate scores was the highest for/the three

samples varyin from 1.12 to.3.85 b.p.m. around the best fit line.

Because of the relatively poor fit of a linear function, the mean

difference data by trial and age are presented in Table 4.

Observation of Table 4 indicates the reason that the linear

regression was a poor fit for the cardiac data. In general, there

is appreciably less cardiac deceleration on the first trial than on

a7Pra
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the second. The explanation of this phenomenon can only be post

hoc; however, other studies have also encountered it. Because

the first trial often produces responses inconsistent with the

subsequent series presentation, it has been excluded (Kagan,.

Henker, Hen-Tov, Levine & Lewis, 1966). . lf, instead of viewing

the data from Trial I, one begins at Trial 2, one finds, in

general, a more linear habituation of the cardiac response with

each age group showing less habituation on Trial 4 than on Trial 2.

The data also indicates that the 6-, 9- and I3-month-old infants

all show a monotonic decrease in the cardiac response, while the

3-month-olds show no such monotonic function. Moreover, if the

fourth trial is subtracted from the second, the difference scores

(see Table 3) indicate that 3-month-olds show the least cardiac

response habituation (that is, a *change of only 2.10 b.p.m. less

on Trial 4 than on Trial 2), the 9-month-olds next, 13-month-olds

next and the 6-month-olds, the most. Thus, the cardiac response

data from the second trial parallel the fixation data and suggest

an age x habituation rate interaction.

Figure 3 presents the response to the novel stimulus on

Trial 5. The cardiac deceleration response for the 3- and 6-month-

old infants shows a recovery which is as high or higher than the

initial cardiac response. The 3-month-olds response to the novel
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stimuli isl.8 standard deviations from the predicted best fit

point, while the.6-month data is more than 10 standard deviations

from the Predicted point. The 9- and I3-month data indicate that

there is no difference between the predicted and observed response'

to the novel stimulus. The rate of change data as well as the

number of infants showing cardi6c changes on Trial 5 revealed no

significant differences.

The final analysis compared the two measures of response,

fixation and cardiac deceleration, and revealed little relation

between them. The rhols for Trials 1-4 ranged from +.50 to -.50,

none of which was significant.

Discussion

Generally, the effect of familiarity is response decrement.

This phenomenon can be observed across two response measures of

fixation, as well as for the cardiac deceleration response. The

results indicate that there 'are significant age differences in

rate of habituation, the younger infants showing less habituation

than the older infantswithin the first 18 Months of life. More-

over, the data from each of the three experiments suggest a

continuum of habituation which is directly related to age, that

is, a generally monotonic ordering within the firit year of life.
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The meaning of this phenomenon is not clear. Sokolov (1963)

suggests that central processes such as neuronal models (memory

or storage of information) are involved in response decrement to

repeated stimulation. Moreover, a growing body of neurophysio-

logical data is demonstrating important central changes as

functions of the organism's building up expectation thrdugh

repetitive stimulus presentation (Walters, 1964). If we apply

these models of behavior to the present age differences, the

results suggest that younger infants do not build up models or

expectations as rapi,dly as older infants. Two possible explana-

tions.might account for this. One is that more trials are needed

to render the stimulus event familiar. 'To date, this hypothesis

seems unfounded in that an experiment in progress, using nine

repeated point pattern trials, also indicates significant age dif-

ferences, the older infants showing greater habituation than

younger ones. The mean difference for trials 1-9 in the 3-month

group is -1.1 as compared to.-2.9 for the 1-4 trial difference. For

13-month-olds, the comparable difference scores are +8.5 and +0.5.

Thus, while number of trials may be an important variable, at least

doubling the present number does not seem to eliminate the age

difference. A second possibility is that a shorter intertrial

interval is necessary to maintain a memory trace. This is

especially true in the present .experiment where a 30-second

intertrial interval is used, an interval wh,ich may be too long

for a very young infant's memory storage system. If this
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Is the case, each repeated trial represents a new event to the

young infant. While no experiment varying the intertrial interval

has been 'performed using infants as Ss, Saayman, et al. (1964)

produced habituation in 3-month-olds by using one long trial of

approximately four minutes. One could think of one long trial

as having a 0-second intertrial 'interval length. Moreover, data

for adult Ss clearly indicate' marked response decrement as a

function of shortening the intertrial interval (Geer, 1966).

A second central process difference might lie irf the differ-

entfal processing of information. While younger infants orient

longer toward the visual array, their 'looking could be an empty

stare. However, the cardiac data of Experiment Ill indicate that

the younger infants were "taking in" the stimUlus since.cardiac

deceleration has been associated with this process (Lacey, Kagan,

Lacey & Moss, 1963).

Finally, the age differences might be explained in terms of

some sort of pleasure prinCiple. Younger infants may "know" they

are seeing.the same stimulus but continue to enjoy seeing it,

whereas the older infants dislike seeing the same stimulus

repeated. This explanation would rely on a preference rather than

a memory construct.
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Another explanation Of differential response decrement has

little to do with any central process, but rather with differen-

tial rates of physical faligue (restlessness at being in one

position, for example). While this is possible, several important

facts argue against this hypothesis. First, each infant was

placed in a position commensurate with its age--3-month-olds were

in a reclining position in an infant seat; 6-month-olds were also

in an infant seat, but in a more upright position; 9-month-olds

were placed in an infant feeder, while 13-month-olds were placed

either in the feeder or in a high chair. Each infant was thus

placed in a position that was most comfortable for him, and when

a particular position was found uncomfortable, it was changed

until a comfortable one was found. Second, the length of experi-

mental time was only four minutes, hardly long enough for much

restlessness. Cohen (1965) investigated the effect of restlessness

by starting some control subjects at the time equivalent of Trial

21 of an experimental group. In Cohen/s experiment, the control

infants just sat for the time equivalent of 21 trials in order to

see whether their response to the first presentation corresponded

to Trial 1 or Trial 21 of the experimental group. It corresponded

to the first experimental trial and the restlessness hypothesis

as an explanation of habituation was rejected.
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A fifth possible explanation also relates to physical rather

than central processes. It could be maintained that since only

the younger infants were physically unable to turn away and attend

to other aspects of their visual environment, they remained cap-

tured by the stimulus. One way to examin this contention is to

analyze the infant's responses during the intertrial interval

period. If the infant was trapped by his lack of physical develop-

ment, he should look as much during the base period (when no

stimulus was showing) as during stimulation. In order to observe

whether there were any significant differences the 3- and I3-month

data of Sample I were examined. The total amount of fixation

.
during base was compared to that during stimulation and each sub-

ject at three and 13 months showed more fixation during stimulation

than during base. Moreover, the distribution of ratios of fixation

during base to fixation during stimulation for 3-month-old infants

is not significantly different from the I3-month-old infants (by

Mann-Whitney U test). The range of this percentage score for

3-month-olds varied from 20 to 78 per cent, while for 13-month-

olds, it varied from 30 to 83 per cent. Thus, the data revealed

no age difference in the distribution of fixation between stimu-

lation and base. This analysis provides important indications

that the Infant's fixation during stimulation was a product of
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the appearance of a visual pattern rather than of any physical

inability to turn away or of fatigue.

The data for the response to novelty is not clear. The older

infants showed neither fixation increases (although there was

response decrement), nor cardiac rate changes to the violation,

while the younger infants did show both cardiac and fixation

changes although not always response increment. Thus, the data

offer no clear picture as to the effect of novelty on response

recovery. Moreover, the data provide little explanation of the

differential habituation rate as a function of age. The failure

of S
2

to elicit consistent age differences as well as consistent

response increases or decreases suggests that response recovery

is a more complicated phenomenon than thought, especially for

infants within the first year.

An explanation of the failure of S2 to elicit consistent

response increment cannot rest on the infants' inability to dis-

criminate between S
I

and S
2

in that Kagan and Lewis (1965) have

clearly shown both significant fixation and cardiac response to

these same stimuli. An alternative hypothesis is suggested by

James discussion of attention (1890). James commented that

stimuli which are 'very intense, voluminous, or sudden...Pave]

a directly exciting quality" (p. 417) that elicits attention with
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or without the organism's consent. James called the response

to such stimuli ''passive immediate sensorial attention," as

distinguished from active or voluntary attention based on some

motive or association and requiring effort on the part of the

attender. It is hypothesized that such "directly exciting" stimuli

are more likely to elicit increased attention in the young infant

whereas a non-"directly exciting" S2, though discriminable from

S
l'

would not.

It is clear that any attempt to explain the failure of S2 to

produce a response increment must be post hoc. The lack of short

term memory, the stimulus and temporal parameters, as well as the

measures used are all subject to investigation before any clear

statement can be made. However, it is clear, at least for the

more than 200 Ss in these studies, that any violation of SI by

any S2 (assuming S2 is discriminable from SI) is not sufficient

to produce response increment. The important variables, whether

subject or experimental, still need to be explored.
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Nine trials were presented. However, the present paper will

only discuss the first five trials.
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Table 1

Age Differences in Response to Repeated Stimuli: Linear Slope

Function, Standard Error of Estimate, Trial 1 Minus 4 Differences

for Both TF and FF as well as Trial I Minus 4 Differences Con-

trolled for Initial Level .(Sample 1)

Age y =

Total Fixation Time

ax + b SE N 1-4 1-4

First
Fixation

1-4

Time

1-4

1 1

3 Months y = - .29 x +25 0.99 28 1.29 .05 5.74 .28

6 Months y = - .67 x +19 0.82 20 2.36 .15 1.43 .14

9 Months y = -1.48 x +19 1.14 31 4.83 .29 3.79 .38

13 Months y = -2.58 x +28 1.12 29 7.70 .36 8.25 .55

18 Months y = -1.81 x +24 1.35 14 6.23 .22 3.86 .66
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Table 2

Age Differences in Response to Repeated Stimuli: Linear Slope

Function, Standard Error of Est!mate, Trial 1 Minus 4 Differences

for Both TF and FF as well as Trial 1 Minus 4 Differences Con-

Age

3 Plonths

6 Months

.9 Months

13 Months

trolled for Initial Level

Total Fixation Time

(Sample 2)

First
Fixation Time

y = ax + b SE N 1-4 1-4 1-4 1-4

1 1

= - .98 x +28 0.36 20 2.73 .10 8.06 .33

= -2.03 x +27 1.36 20 5.30 .22 10.71 .58

= -2.37 x +21 1.48 20 5.43 .27 9.43 .64

= -1.51 x +22 1.99 20 3.53 .16 6.23 .36
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Table 3

Age Differences in Response to Repeated Stimuli

For Both Fixation (TF and FF) and Cardiac Data

(Sample 3)

Age y =

3 Months y =

6 Months y =

9 Months y =

13 Months y =

Age

3 Months y

=

=

6 Months y =

9 Months y =

13 Months y =

Total Fixation Time

ax + b SE N 1-4

.72 x +25 0.84 7 -2.36

-1.72 x +25 3.12 7 4.68

-1.73 x +21 2.68 6 . 7.37

.20 x +15 2.40 5 .90

ax + b

Cardiac Data

SE N 1-4

- .23 x +12 .2.75 7 .94

-3.17 x +21 1.11 7 9.25

-0.18 x + 8 2.09 6 -.08

0.03 x + 9 3.85 5 -1.62

-42-

First
Fixation Time

1-4 1-4 1-4

1 1

-.09 2.20 .08

.22 2.00 .22

.38 7.20 .51

.06 7.10 .54

2-4

2.10

8.06

3.60

5.72
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Table 4

Age Differences in Cardiac Responsivity for

-43-

Each Repeated (S1) and On.e Novel. Trial (S2)

(Sample 3)

Triais

Age 1 2 3 4 5

3 Months -12.84 -14.00 -8.56 -11.90 -19.49

6 Months -12.22 -11.03 -7.09 - 2.97 -12.79

9 Months - 6.46 -10.14 -8.06 - 6.54 - 4.48

13 Months - 1.60 - 8..94 -4.34 - 3.22 - 1.02
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Figure Captions

Figure I. Best 'fit line for mean total fixation time across

trials by age (Sample l).

Figure 2. Best fit line for mean total fixation time across

trials by age (Sample 2).

Figure 3. Best fit line for mean total fixation time and cardiac

deceleration across trials by age (Sample 3).
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